Reconstructing nanofibers from natural polymers using surface functionalization approaches for applications in tissue engineering, drug delivery and biosensing devices.
Previously, the nanofibers were predominantly fabricated from synthetic polymers due to their excellent mechanical properties. Understanding the different complex processes in fabrication and various process parameters involved have not only allowed the use of natural polymers for fabricating nanofibers but also broadened the scope of applications. To date, many of the natural polymeric composites have been fabricated by different functionalization techniques to increase their applicability. Nanofibers fabricated from natural polymers have been chemically functionalized by a variety of molecules like drugs, enzymes, metal ions etc. by techniques such as plasma treatment, wet chemical method, graft polymerization and co-electrospinning of surface-active molecules. Furthermore, the nanofibers derived from natural polymers have been surface-coated on the synthetic polymers to induce extracellular matrix mirroring properties like cell adhesion, migration, proliferation and differentiation. In this review, we have not only investigated the various novel and facile functionalization approaches but potential properties and applications are discussed as well. The various surface chemistry modifications of the natural polymeric nanofibers and their potential applications in drug delivery, enzymology, catalysis, filtration, biosensing and tissue engineering are discussed. In addition, a brief presentation of an overview of challenges and future scope with the aim of making them a clinical success has been presented.